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DISCUSSIONMajority OpinionIThe original complaint in this case was framed on the basis of the Board's decision in Norwalk Hospital,Case Nos. U-2109, 2113, Dec. No. 1028 (1971). In this case we held that an employer committed an unfairlabor practice by refusing to bargain with a certified union after the termination of an existing agreement,even though the refusal was grounded on a good faith doubt about whether the union continued to havethe support of a majority of employees in the bargaining unit. The Norwalk Hospital relied on a well-established line of decisions by National Labor Relations Board and the federal courts upholding anemployer's right to challenge the continuing majority status of a union in this manner and citedstatements by this Board and the Connecticut Courts noting that our labor relations act is patternedclosely on federal legislation and declaring that federal decisions are therefore of great assistance andpersuasive force in interpreting our own statutes.In Norwalk Hospital we answered that contention by pointing out that our act was patterned after theoriginal Wagner Act, 49 Stat. 449-457 (1935), but had never incorporated the amendments to theWagner Act which became known as the Tart-Hartley Act (The Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947,61 stat. 136-151). Federal decisions which are controlled by these amendments (rather than byprovisions of the original Act) are not therefore persuasive in interpreting the Connecticut Act. And wefound that the NLRB rule invoked by Norwalk. Hospital was referable to one of the Taft-Hartleyamendments which broadened the basis on which an employer may petition for an election. Weconcluded that under our statute, which provides for an employer petition only where he is faced withclaims for representation by "two or more labor organizations,” the employer had no right at any time tochallenge continuing majority status of a union by refusal to bargain. "Only the [employees] themselvescan raise this question by petitioning for an election."It is clear that if Norwalk Hospital is to be followed here, the original complaint states a valid claim forrelief. Moreover, its allegations are amply proven. The Hospital here claims, however, that the NLRB rulewhich we declined to follow in Norwalk Hospital was not referable to Taft-Hartley amendments but wasformulated by NLRB under the original Wagner Act before 1947 when NLRB's rules governing employerpetitions were substantially like the provision in our Act. See Senate Rep. No. 105, 80th Cong. 1st Sess.



p.10. The Hospital cites no case or other authority supporting this statement but we felt it our duty toprobe the matter. And our independent research reveals that the NLRB rule was indeed not based onTaft-Hartley but antedated the amendment of Section 9(c)(1)(B) of the federal act which provided foremployer petitions for election whenever he is faced by a claim for recognition by one or more unions.See 29 USC § 159( c )(1)(B).The employer's right to challenge a union's continuing majority status after the end of a year fromcertification by refusal to bargain did not derive from his right to file a petition for election. Rather it wasa projection of his right, in case of good faith doubt, to challenge a union's initial claim for recognition(before any election or certification had taken place) and insist on putting that claim to the test of aboard-conducted election before he could be required to bargain. To be sure this right was ended by theboard's certification and during the period in which that certification was effective, the employer'srefusal to bargain was an unfair labor practice even though he had good reason to doubt the union'scontinuing majority status. NLRB v. Whittier Mills Co., 111 F.2d 474 (5th Cir. 1940); NLRB v. AppalachianPower Co., 140 F.2d 217 (4th Cir. 1944); NLRB v. Century-Oxford Mfg. Co., 140 F.2d 541 (2d 1944); NLRBv. Britany Worsted Mills, 133 F.2d 876 (3d Cir. 1943). It was recognized, however, that certification,though not ephemeral, was not intended to be perpetual, and the cited cases recognized that after timelong enough to be "consistent with the practical administration and legislative policy," the employerwould have the same right of challenge which he had when faced with a claim for recognition initially,before certification.NLRB worked out the following guides for the application of its rule: during the year followingcertification no challenge could be made, absent unusual circumstances, and in that time the employerwas not privileged to refuse to bargain even if the Union had in fact lost its majority status; after the endof the year (no contract being in force) there was still a presumption of continuing majority status butthis presumption was rebuttable even in the absence of unusual circumstances. "A direct corollary of thisproposition is that after the certification is a year old, as in cases where there is no certification, theemployer can, without violating the Act, refuse to bargain with the union on the ground that it doubts theunion's majority, provided that the doubt is in good faith.” Celanese Corp. of America, 95 NLRB 664(1951).This case was decided after Taft-Hartley but its reasoning is not based on any of the amendments, and itcites former board decisions announcing the same rule. One of these, Sport Specialty Shoemakers, Inc., 77NLRB 1011 (1948), though decided after Tart-Hartley, dealt with events which had occurred in 1946; thedecision made no mention of the amendments and used reasoning which, like that in Celanese, did notrest on the 1947 expansion of the employer's right to file a petition. Another of the early cases cited inCelanese is Bethlehem Steel Co., 73 NLRB 277 (1947), which recognizes the employer's right to challengemajority status in this way but finds no basis for a bona fide doubt. See also the summary of NLRB's rulesand their development in Brooks v. NLRB, 348 U.S. 96, 98-100 (1954).It seems tolerably clear, therefore, that Norwalk Hospital cannot be supported on the basis that the NLRBrule which it rejects was the product of amendments to federal law which our Legislature never adopted.This does not necessarily mean that Norwalk Hospital must be overruled. Other bases for the decisionmay exist. Although NLRB precedents are indeed persuasive, they are not binding upon us and we havedeparted from them when we have found that local conditions and policies require a different result.Thus we have ruled that part-time employees must work at least twenty (20) hours a week to warranttheir inclusion in the bargaining unit, Norwich City Cab Co., Case No. E-720, Dec. No. 366 (1955).Nevertheless a majority of us believe that the main thrust, but not all the procedural incidents, of NLRB'srule should be adopted. We shall, therefore, in this and in future cases, apply the following rules:



1) After the end of a year from the time of certification the employer may, if there is no contract ineffect, refuse to bargain with the formerly certified union on the ground that the union has lost itsmajority status subject to the conditions specified in 2 (a) or (b), infra.2) If such employer is charged with an unfair labor practice for such refusal, he may successfullydefend against such charge if he bears the burden of proving eithera) that the union had lost its majority status at the time of such refusal, orb) that the employer had at such time a bona fide doubt based on reasonable groundsabout the continuing majority status of the union, provided that the employer engagesin no conduct which violates the Act and which creates an atmosphere in which a fairand free election cannot be held within a reasonable time of the hearing before theBoard upon the charges.These rules, we believe, embody the substance of those applied by NLRB. They give the employer theright to make his challenge if he can show either that the union had in fact lost its majority status whenthe refusal to bargain occurred, or if he can show that he then had a reasonable and bona fide doubtabout that status. In the former case, dismissal of the complaint will leave the matter in a satisfactoryposture since the union's loss of majority support has been shown. Nothing more is required to completethe proceedings satisfactorily. If the Union can again attain a majority, it may file a new petition, andthere is no limitation by statute or rule of this Board upon the time within which such petition may befiled.Where, however, the employer shows only a doubt about the union's continuing majority status, a simpledismissal of the complaint will not leave the matter in a satisfactory posture; nothing has been provenbut the doubt and bona fides and the doubt remains unresolved. We believe that complete equity can bedone and the policies of the Act can be served only if an election is had forthwith, either by consent orBoard order, so that everyone may know where he stands. If the union loses the election, that ends thematter at least until circumstances change and a new election is requested. If the union wins the election,this fact does not impair the employer's defense to the unfair labor practice charge or disentitle him to adismissal of that charge. But it does resurrect the employer's duty to bargain if a fresh demand is madeupon him.Since an immediate election is a corollary of the employer's right to dismissal of a complaint for refusal tobargain where the employer's defense rests only on his doubt about the union majority (rather than on ashowing that such majority has been lost), it follows that the defense is forfeited if the employer is shownto have engaged in conduct which both violates the Act and also makes an immediate electionimpractical. In a case like this, the employer's defense involves an appeal to equitable principles, and if hefrustrates the granting of complete equitable relief by his own misconduct he does not come to the Boardwith clean hands and may not have the benefit of his defense.We are aware that these rules may not entirely coincide with all the details of NLRB's analogous rule as ithas developed since Taft-Hartley and the explicit provision for an employer's petition for an electionwhen he is faced with a demand for recognition by a single union. This amendment reflected a change inattitude from the earlier board rule which saw the employer as "not much concerned, since theemployees are to choose their representative unhindered." NLRB v. Whittier Mills Co., 111 F.2d. 474, 478(5th Cir. 1940). And while we find that the amendment did not produce the basic NLRB rule (whichantedated 1947), yet we cannot escape the conclusion that later gloss on the rule was at least in part theproduct of the changed atmosphere which the amendment reflected.



The Hospital claims, for instance, that the present NLRB rule puts "the burden of proof … upon the Boardto show that the Union actually represented a majority of the employees in an appropriate unit" in orderto sustain a charge that the employer's withdrawal of recognition and refusal to bargain with anincumbent union violates Section 8(a)(5) of the present federal statute. See NLRB v. Dayton Motels, Inc.,F.2d 82 LRRM 2651 (6th Cir. 1973). This is a far cry from the earlier Celanese decision and itspresumption of continuity of the certified union's majority. And it is a far cry from Sport SpecialtyShoemakers, Inc., supra, wherein the employer took the position that "it would not bargain for a newcontract until the union established its majority in a consent election," thereby in effect tendering its ownconsent to the election as a method for resolving the bona fide doubt which it had proven.There is another reason for declining to follow the present NLRB rule on burden of proof. In nationalboard proceedings, NLRB itself (through its general counsel’s office) is charged with preparing andpresenting unfair labor practice complaints to the board. With us the Board Agent initially investigatesand screens such charges but after the issuance of a complaint the entire burden of preparing cases andpresenting them to the Board rests with the parties themselves. The placing of a burden of proof upon thefederal government with its large resources is quite a different thing from allocating such a burdenbetween private parties.We believe that the rules we have set out above represent a straight line projection of the original NLRBrule. But whether that is so or not we believe that they best adapt that rule to our own statute and ourprocedures. After all, our Legislature deliberately chose the early NLRB rule which emphasized theemployees' interest in the election of their own representatives and viewed the employer as "not muchconcerned" in that process. And the Legislature has consistently refrained from adopting a counterpartto the federal amendment which introduced a shift in that emphasis. We believe it would be quiteinconsistent with this legislative history to let an employer, by his mere refusal to bargain with anincumbent union, throw the burden on that union to prove continuing majority status. It is moreconsistent with that history to regard such refusal as a prima facia violation of the Act to be justified bythe kind of affirmative proof indicated above.Since we shall apply the stated rule to this case we must first inquire whether the Hospital has proven theUnion's loss of majority status at the time of its refusal to bargain, that is on January 25. We find that itdid not. At that time 47 of the 81 employees in the unit were still on check-off. Four of these had sought toresign from the Union and their letters of resignation were put in evidence, but that still leaves a Unionmajority. There was a statement by Palmer, the comptroller, that the payroll clerk had told him thatseven employees had made telephone requests, during December, that their names be withdrawn fromcheck-off. This evidence was received, however, only for its bearing on the employer's state of mind andnot for the truth of the statements made by the payroll clerk, and the Hospital made no other attempt toprove that seven (rather than four) employees had withdrawn their support from the Union by January25th. Moreover Lee Green, the Hospital's administrator testified that he really did not know on that daywhether a majority of employees in the unit still wanted to be represented by the Union.We are, however, satisfied that the Hospital did have a honest and reasonable doubt about the matter onthat day and this is a good defense to the charge provided that the Hospital has done nothing improper toimpair the kind of atmosphere needed for a fair and free election. We must then inquire whether this wasthe case.The refusal to bargain itself no doubt had some tendency to discourage Union membership. Since we holdthis to be a conditionally privileged act, we must necessarily also hold that its tendency to hurt the Uniondoes not of itself defeat the possibility of an election. Nevertheless we believe that this hurtful tendencyputs on an employer the duty of special care to do nothing improper which aggravates the tendency. And



here the Hospital aggravated that tendency in the clearest way by announcing on April 2nd a raise for allemployees except those represented by a labor organization.The meager and cryptic explanation offered for this action did nothing to avert the foreseeable - almostinevitable - conclusion by the Union employees that the way to get the raise was to get rid of the Union.That the notice of April 2nd was taken in that way was shown by testimony and strongly suggested by thefact that the petition of April 4th had between two and three times as many signatures as an earlierpetition.* But even without such evidence the tendency of the notice to create that impression ismanifest.It is true that the Hospital had a problem. No doubt the raise was justified and the employees whodeserved it should not have been kept waiting until these proceedings or negotiations were concluded.But there were ways of handling this problem which would not have impaired an election. For one thingthe Hospital could easily have given the kind of full explanation that led the court to find no unfair laborpractice under otherwise similar circumstances in NLRB v. Appalachian Power Co., 140 F.2d 217 (4th Cir.1944). Instead the Hospital, wittingly or unwittingly, chose the way most likely to make the Union lose itsmembers.This we hold constituted a violation of Section 31-105(5) of the Act. Such a violation was not specificallyalleged in the complaint or its amendments and we do not therefore grant any remedy based on thisviolation. We find this violation to constitute an avoidance of new matter alleged in the Hospital's specialdefense in its answer, and therefore available under our rules without being specifically pleaded.(General Regulations Sec. 31-101-28.)The relief we grant will therefore be responsive to the complaint or its amendments since the specialdefense to them fails.As we said at the outset, the allegations of the original complaint were proven. The unilateral cessation ofdues deduction was admitted. The other allegations in the second amended charge we find unproven.We come then to the matter of remedy. The usual remedy for a wrongful failure to bargain is an order tobargain. We find that to be the proper remedy here in spite of two difficulties in the way of granting it. Wefind these difficulties should not prevent the granting of this remedy for the following reasons.The first difficulty is that the Union's request for bargaining came late under the terms of the Contract. Ifthe lateness invalidated the request then the Contract by its own express terms was "automaticallyrenewed" for a year. True the Hospital served a notice of termination but that event is not specificallymentioned among the conditions that will prevent automatic renewal. And if it is included in the terms"revision or modification" then the Hospital's notice, like the Union's, came too late.We hold, however, that the Hospital waived the lateness of the Union's request by 1) filing its own noticewithin the sixty day period and 2) objecting to the Union's notice on different grounds withoutmentioning the lateness. It seems clear that each party dealt with the other's notice on substantivegrounds and disregarded the matter of timing - an attitude which we have found to be common in ourexperience with labor relations.
* We recognize that there are other possible explanations for the discrepancyin numbers and take this as only a straw in the wind.



A more serious question is whether this remedy may not saddle the Union on the employees when amajority of them do not want it. This is no doubt a possibility and if the condition were to be one of longduration the hardship on employees might induce us to withhold the remedy. But a realistic prophesywould be that any contract which is negotiated will expire on February 24, 1974, and will be subject torenegotiation upon notice served at least sixty (60) days prior to that date. And this means that if amajority of employees do want to get rid of the Union, one or more of them may petition this Boardbetween November 25 and December 25, 1973, to hold an election.Another reason for incurring the risk of some hardship on employees who do not want the Union is thatthese employees did not seek advice from this Board's Agent which would presumably have led to thefiling of a proper and timely negative (decertification) petition, although one of the employees whospearheaded the anti-union sentiment was specifically advised to do just that by the Hospitaladministration. To a certain extent, at least, the disaffected employees have put themselves in theirpresent predicament by their own neglect.Of course any hardship to dissenting employees could be obviated by ordering an election immediatelybut we find that the "laboratory conditions" needed for election have been disrupted by the Hospital'sconduct and we do not think they can be restored before the time within which an employee petitionwould be entertained. Nothing has occurred since that conduct to counteract its tendency to discouragecontinued Union membership and this discouragement will have gained momentum by time and thecessation of dues deduction.The order to bargain is recognized as one of the most effective remedies for employer misconduct whichincludes refusal to bargain. It has even been applied in cases where there was no certified incumbentunion. Bok, Regulation of Campaign Tactics in Representation Elections under N.L.R.A., 78 Harv. L. Rev.38, 132-139 (1964). Surely it is far less drastic where, as here, the Union has been certified and there is apresumption of its continuing majority status at the time the refusal to bargain occurred.The Union also asks us to order a reinstatement of dues deduction as of March 9, 1973. This we decline todo. Because of the mutual notices the Contract by its terms expired on February 24th. What disposition isto be made of dues deduction after that date is properly a matter of negotiation between the parties.IIPart I of the opinion was written before the separate opinion of Mrs. McCaffery was submitted to themembers constituting the majority. We believe the separate opinion contains errors of history and ofreasoning which should not be allowed to go unanswered.To the extent that the separate opinion invokes history it proceeds, we believe, on a fundamentalmisreading of that history. The nub of the argument is found in the third paragraph of the opinion, whereit says: “The important point is that the employer was permitted to raise the question of continuedmajority by refusing to bargain because that was the only manner in which it could be raised." (Emphasisin original).It is quite true that when NLRB developed the rule permitting an employer to raise the question ofmajority by refusal to bargain, that question could not be raised by either an employer or employeepetition in the ordinary case. But those limitations were not placed on NLRB by the statute (the originalWagner Act) which contained very broad provisions in this respect. Rather they were imposed by NLRB'sown rules and regulations which by their terms could be amended by the Board at any time. NLRB Rulesand Regulations § 203.47(b)(3)(1946); id. § 203.75.



We are able to find no evidence whatever that the rule here in question was developed because it was theonly way in which the question of a union's majority status could be raised.* Everything we can findpoints to an altogether different origin. The rule was simply a logical extension of the employer's right tochallenge majority status by refusal to bargain when a union demanded recognition, before election orcertification, where the employer had a good faith doubt about majority status. Election and certificationput an end to this right, but not forever. When the force of certification was spent the employer waslooked on as being in much the same position as the one he held before NLRB's action, except that theformer certification had a carry-over evidentiary effect - it created a rebuttable presumption of fact thatmajority status continued.Thus it is clear that the employer's conditional privilege to refuse to bargain was not given him becausehe could not file an election petition. If NLRB thought his inability to file such a petition was undesirable,the Board was perfectly free to remove it by amending its rules and regulations; it need not have adoptedthe device which the separate opinion finds so cumbersome and dilatory. The Board was not in thisrespect imprisoned by the statute. If prison there was, it was of the Board's own making so that the Boardcarried the keys to the prison around in its own pocket. There was no need to resort to clumsy means ofcircumventing such restraint.There is another reason for rejecting the separate opinion's historical explanation of NLRB's ruleallowing the employer to challenge majority by refusal to bargain. It indeed that rule was the product ofthe inability by employer or employee to petition for election, then it would be expected that NLRB wouldabandon - or at least reconsider - the rule once the reason for its existence was removed. It is a matter ofhistory that in 1947 Congress overted the previous Board-made restrictions on election petitions byemployer and employee and expressly provided for both. Altogether it seems clear that the rule inquestion represented an acknowledgment of the employer limited but legitimate interest in beingassured of the legality of a claim for recognition made upon him and that this interest was entitled toprotection independently of any right to initiate an election petition. Yet in no subsequent opinions thatwe have found did NLRB abandon its refusal to bargain rule or even mention the anomaly of retaining itafter its very reason for being (according to the separate opinion) had been removed.Additional support for the majority's position comes from the history of the New York statute which wasalso taken as a model by our Legislature in 1945. The New York statute from the first provided for bothemployee and employer petitions for election (though the latter provision was couched in discretionaryterms and required a public hearing before an election could be ordered). N.Y. Labor Law Art 20 § 705(3)(Baldwin's N.Y. Consol. Laws 1938). Under this statute the New York State Board of Labor Relations hasconsistently allowed an employer to challenge a union's majority status by refusal to bargain if he has agood faith doubt about that status. And the justification for such a rule had nothing to do with either thepresence of or the conditions originally placed upon the employer's right to petition for an election. Thereason for the rule was set out in that board's first report to the governor in the following language:Section 704(6) provides that it shall be an unfair labor practice for anemployer "to refuse to bargain with a representative of employees,subject to the provisions of Section 705." Since the latter section refersonly to representatives of the majority of employees in a unitappropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining, the only logical
* In addition to many decisions by courts and NLRB, we have carefully read the applicable parts of the first eleven, annualreports of NLRB.



construction to be placed on the provisions of Section 704(6) is that arefusal to bargain with employee representatives violates the Act onlywhen such representatives have been designated by a majority of theemployees in an appropriate unit. Report of the N.Y. State LaborRelations Board (for the period from July 1, 1937 to December 31, 1939)p. 68, 69.Another fallacy, as we believe, in the separate opinion is its reliance on Section 31-106(c) of the Act whichprovides in part that "no election need be directed by the Board solely because of the request of anemployer or of employee prompted thereto by their employer … " (Emphasis supplied). The separateopinion finds the refusal-to-bargain rule "to be proscribed" by the quoted language.* A carefulconsideration of that language, however, reveals that it proscribes nothing, and limits nothing. It isinstead a grant of discretion to the Board to deny an election asked or prompted by an employer. It doesnot require the Board to do so, or forbid it to entertain such a petition. If it contains no such prohibition,surely it does not imply proscription of a rule which it does not even mention.Still another fallacy lies in the separate opinion's assertion that the refusal-to-bargain rule "may involvethe employer in canvassing his employees to determine whether they still support the union." This is notand would not be the case. There is no evidence in this record that Winsted Memorial Hospital engaged insuch canvassing and we find as a fact that it did not. Moreover, we should not hesitate to hold thatcanvassing under these circumstances constitutes an unfair labor practice which would disentitle theemployer who engages in it to the defense under discussion. The dire consequences of such canvassingwhich the separate opinion describes at length are therefore beside the point. The rule we announcewould not countenance the canvassing which entails such consequences.The separate opinion attacks the majority position as one which lets an employer speak for a majority ofhis employees in matters which under the legislative scheme are none of his concern. This attackmisunderstands our position but in spite of that comes close to revealing what is probably the basicdifference between the two opinions. The separate opinion sees in our statute a legislative intent tocommit the matter of choice of representative solely to the employees and to give the employer no legalinterest whatever in this determination. We of the majority believe that this is an unrealisticoversimplification of the matter and that it would make the Act one sided in a way that was not intendedby its framers.Of course an employer does not and cannot speak for his employees, and of course the choice of theirrepresentative is theirs alone. This much, we agree, the Legislature intended. But it does not follow thatthe employer has no legitimate interest in the question of whether he must deal with a union, nor that theLegislature intended to preclude the employer from being able to assert that interest before this Board.The whole history of the handling of election petitions shows that this Board has never understood suchto be the legislative intent. Contested election petitions are as a matter of course handled as adversaryproceedings between the union and the employer. The employer is given standing to be heard on anydisputed questions and to challenge ballots. The Board has developed rules safeguarding, but limiting, theemployer's right to persuade (if he can) the employees to vote against the union. If the employer wishesto challenge the Board's ruling on an election matter in court, he may do so by refusing to bargain with
* The sentence in which the word "proscribed" appeared in the original separate opinion has been dropped from itsrevision, written after this part of the opinion was submitted.



the representative certified by the Board, and if the Court finds the Board's election ruling erroneous itwill hold that the refusal to bargain did not constitute a violation of the Act. Panicali v. Conn. State Boardof Labor Relations, 147 Conn. 344, 347 (1960). Unless the Board and the Courts sadly misread thelegislative intention these rulings argue strongly that the employer was intended to have a legal interestin seeing that the representative with whom he must deal does in fact have the credentials which the lawrequires. What is involved in this case comes to no more than that.The separate opinion points out that our Act is more protective of labor organizations than the nationalact. Today that is true because of the Taft-Hartley amendments which our Legislature has declined toadopt. We do not believe, however, that our Legislature intended to be more protective of unions thanwas the federal model and the New York model which were both before it in 1945, and at that time thefederal and New York tribunals clearly recognized the employer's right to challenge a union's majoritystatus in the case of good faith doubt and to insist on an election before recognition. We have followedthis rule. See Chadefil, Inc. Case No. U-651, Dec. No. 353, p. 5 (1955) (“An employer is justified in refusingto bargain with a union, which, in fact, does not represent a majority.”) There seems to be no valid reasonfor rejecting the companion rule that the employer has a similar privilege, under proper safeguards, afterthe period of certification and any contract between the parties have expired. This companion rule, wehave found, antedated Taft-Hartley but it probably had not become so notorious by 1945 that we can besure that it was specifically contemplated by our Legislature. Nevertheless it was the logical product ofthe very regulatory scheme which our legislature consciously used as a model. There seems to be nobasis therefore for the conclusion that the Legislature meant by implication to proscribe it. Perhaps,indeed, some legislators would have rejected this rule if it had been called to their attention in 1945, butlegislation usually represents a resolution of differences among variant points of view and "legislativeintent" - always an elusive concept - cannot be determined by simply finding what some individuallegislators would have chosen. Nothing objective tends to show that the Connecticut Assembly in 1945intended as a body any greater protection for unions than did the Congress of 1935 and the New DealNLRB.The separate opinion dwells at length on the difficulties of proving good faith and the loss of majoritystatus. Whether the difficulties are exaggerated need not detain us. What the separate opinion overlooksis that these difficulties - whatever their dimensions - are obstacles in the employers' path and not theunions' since our decision contemplates that the employer must carry the burden of proof on both theseissues in order SEPARATE OPINIONI concur with my colleagues in their ultimate findings; that the Respondent did engage in practices whichviolates Section 31-105 of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act. I disagree with the conclusionswhich lead to that finding.To give perspective to the problem, some historical background may be helpful. Under the National LaborRelations Act, passed in 1935, the National Labor Relations Board interpreted the statute as notpermitting a negative or decertification petition. The Board by its rules and regulations, provided that anemployer could file a petition, but only when two or more labor organizations asserted conflicting claimsof majority representation of the employees. Thus, because of these Board's interpretations, there was noway of challenging the union's majority status once certification had been obtained.Prior to 1947, the only way in which a union's majority status could be questioned was by the employer'srefusal to bargain. The Board, therefore, recognized as appropriate an employer's refusal to bargain witha certified union on the grounds that he had a good faith doubt that it still represented a majority of theemployees. This question could be raised only at an appropriate time, usually after the union had been



recognized or certified for one year or at the end of a contract term. The important point is that theemployer was permitted to raise the question of continued majority by refusing to bargain because thatwas the only manner in which it could be raised. Once a union had majority representation rights, it couldnever be repudiated by the employees, absent an employer's refusal to bargain.When the Taft-Hartley Act was passed in 1947, the statute made specific provision for decertificationelections and for petitions by an employer when only one union was involved. These additions providedan orderly means of determining whether a certified or recognized union had lost its majority status.However, for reasons never explained by the Board, it retained its old rule that the question could also beraised by the employer's refusal to bargain.The Connecticut State Labor Relations Act, as interpreted by the Board over a considerable period oftime, provides that a union's continued majority status can be questioned by a negative election petitionfiled by the employees. This leads to an election which will provide a definitive answer to the question,giving the fullest protection to the employees, the union and to the employer. It is a proven, fullyadequate procedure, satisfactorily used for a number of years to speedily resolve this very issue.To allow this issue to be raised by the employer’s refusal to bargain because of good faith doubts willtend to frustrate rather than to promote the underlying purposes of the statute. Section 31-106(c)provides in part “ … provided no election need be provided by the board solely because of the request ofan employer or of employees prompted therewith by their employer, … ” (Emphasis supplied). Thislanguage clearly indicates that the Connecticut Legislature did not intend to provide the employer withthe righrt of petition once a union has been recognized or certified. A refusal to bargain, based on a claimof loss of majority status, is, I believe, a request for an election.There is no language either in the original National Labor Relations Act (Wagner-Connery Act)(1935) orthe Labor-Management Relations Act, 1947 (Taft-Hartley Act) to compare with the above cited statute.We have looked for guidance to the NLRB in the past, and have followed NLRB rulings where there is noconflict with Connecticut Statute. I find a clear conflict exists in the instant case. The Connecticut StateLabor Relations Act was adopted by the Connecticut Legislature in 1945, some ten years after the originalNational Labor Relations Act. The Connecticut Legislature certainly looked to the National Board'sexperience and language for guidance and, in fact, incorporated in our statute some NLRB rules andregulations: Section 31-l06(b) " … When it is complained by an employer or his representative that thereis a question or controversy concerning the representation of employees between two or more labororganizations, the board shall hold a public hearing on such complaint after due notice." Yet I find that theConnecticut Legislature, in adopting our Act, recognized the need for a periodic review of a unionmajority status and provided for an orderly review of that statue in Section 31-106(b)(c) and (d). to makegood his defense.
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